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Dragonbound is a very successful aimbot. It is
designed by manongel. This aimbot has some built in
boosters and custom setting options. The options tab
is expanded below in the forum. Dragonbound aimbot
is very simple to use. Dragonbound is not compatible
with windows computers or MAC computers. The bot is
compatible with most of the games including as fauth,
mother, crysis, cod4, cod5, cod6, freedoom, doom2,
doom 3, quake 4, counterstrike source, quake 2, ww2,
hazzard and many others. Dragonbound aimsbot is
very efficient so you won't have a problem with
performance.It has a lot of boosters. You can set every
aspect of your game. Like your name, botname. Color
scheme, your boosters. Your Wizard, if you have one
or even your real life character and much more. Don't
worry about what you see if your not quite good a
game. The bot aims for you to be in practice scoring.
(wizard count) All in all Dragonbound is the best
aimbot i know of but there is not much else to know
about this program. Screenshots: Dragonbound
Screenshots: Dragonbound aimsbot is a new aimbot
program that is now available for download. Its the
aimbot of the gods, a program that will increase your
gaming performance. The best aimbot i know of. Its
going to be here for a very long time. I've been playing
the bot in c&c servers and i found it very easy to use.
Dragonbound is compatible with most cheats and
hacks (freeware) from freewebsites and if you don't
have any from fwerewbsites you can find some from id
software and gamezone. Dragonbound is free to
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download and use. "Dragonbound is the best aimbot i
know of but there is not much else to know about this
program." Hello, Dragonbound is a very succesful
aimbot. It is made by Manongel, who comes from
romania. Dragonbound aimsbot doesn't just aim, it
actually scores a point to you everytime the bot aim at
you. The amount of points you get depends on how
good your aim is, ( your wizard count), and
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[phantom] Phantom 5.5.0 [phantom] New Features:
[phantom] -Non-Billboarded Target [phantom] -Target
Tracking [phantom] -Object Shadows [phantom] -High

Quality Textures [phantom] -Real-Time Target
Swapping [phantom] -Beautiful Target Glow [phantom]

-Multiple Sounds (at once) [phantom] -Shiny Target
[phantom] -Accurate Radar [phantom] -Multiple
Backgrounds [phantom] -Tons of New Screens

[phantom] -Good Performance [phantom] -Team
Improvements [phantom] -Minor UI Improvements
[phantom] Phantom 5.4.5 [phantom] -Rewritten

Physics (Better Target Physics) [phantom] -Tons of
New Screens [phantom] -Team Improvements

[phantom] -Minor UI Improvements [phantom] -Team
Creation [phantom] -Multiple Backgrounds [phantom]

-Team Improvements [phantom] -Minor UI
Improvements [phantom] -Team Creation [phantom]
-Minor UI Improvements [phantom] -Team Creation

[phantom] -Minor UI Improvements [phantom] -Team
Creation [phantom] -Team Creation [phantom] -Team

Creation [phantom] -Team Creation [phantom]
-Multiple Backgrounds [phantom] -Tons of New

Screens [phantom] -Multiple Backgrounds [phantom]
-Team Creation [phantom] -Major UI Improvements

[phantom] -Team Creation [phantom] -Team Creation
[phantom] -Team Creation [phantom] -Team Creation
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[phantom] Phantom 5.3.2 [phantom] Fixed Several
Bugs [phantom] -Formations [phantom] -Physics Bugs
Fixed [phantom] -Gryphon Locator [phantom] -Line-Of-

Sight Fix [phantom] -New Formation Shaders
[phantom] -Team Creation [phantom] -Team Creation

[phantom] -Team Creation [phantom] -Multiple
Backgrounds [phantom] -Line-Of-Sight Fix [phantom] -
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